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The “Origins of the Modern Concept of Race”: The Rise and Decline (and Rise Again) of Scientific Racism in Europe and the Americas

Banton, Michael P. Racial Theories. 2nd ed.; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998. [Choose one]

Natural History: Biology, Evolution, and Eugenics in the 19th and 20th centuries
History of Biology in a Nutshell


Eugenics


Allen, Garland E. “Old Wine in New Bottles: From Eugenics to Population Control in


Race in France: Biology, Eugenics, Civilization, and Degeneration


**The Sciences of Man: American, British, and German Anthropology in the 19th and 20th centuries**


**Racial Hygiene, Public Health, and Medicine under the Nazis and other Places**


Croizier, Ralph C. *Traditional Medicine in Modern China; Science, Nationalism, and the*


“Natures of Culture”: Race, Vision, and Landscape


Smith, Bernard. Imagining the Pacific: In the Wake of the Cook Voyages. New Haven:
Stepans’ new book on tropics.[?]

**The Bio-politics of Métis and Métissage: Race, Sex, Hybridity, and Other Forms of Race in the Colonies**


**Race and Civilization in East and Southeast Asia**


Sautman, Barry. Relations in Blood: China's 'Racial' Nationalism. Seattle: University of Washington. [Choose one]

Schneider, Laurence A. Biology and Revolution in Twentieth-Century China, Asia/Pacific/Perspectives. Lanham, Md.: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003. (?)


